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In the 70's Fred Carl Jr. When it was time for him to build his own kitchen, he realized the
commercial ranges that were offered were not well suited for the home. His wife wanted a
classic looking range like the old Chambers, her mother used to use. His solution was to create
a hybrid range that would combine the look and styling of commercial ranges and yet have the
safety features and sizes home consumers desired. Consistency in both performance and
design should be a major consideration when building or remodeling a home. With the complete
Viking indoor or outdoor kitchen, every single product works together in form and function with
the same level of excellence. It's something Viking calls Design Integrity. Viking offers complete
ultra-premium kitchens and truly consistent design, while delivering the quality and
performance that make Viking the true market leader. You wouldn't install mismatched cabinets
and drawers or countertops. Yet design differences are even more dramatic between multiple
appliance manufacturers. Traditional or contemporary. Stainless or color finish. No matter the
look you're going for, no one can match the Viking kitchen and Viking Design Integrity. Viking
Cooktops When creatinga dream kitchen, there's one universal truth: no one dreams alike.
Fortunately, our built-in rangetops, cooktops, and gas woks offer the versatility of being placed
exactly where you envision them. Plus, unchained from a particular oven, they can be mixed
and matched to your heart's content. There are even plenty of design options. Which means
they work with just about any kitchen motif. The built-in surface cooking appliances open up
possibilities. And your dreams. Remember, It's Always Lesser at Plesser! Free Nationwide
Shipping! Order By Phone! Call Toll Free 1. Toggle navigation. Big Chill. Bosch Benchmark. Dcs
Outdoor. Electrolux Kitchen. Fire Magic. Fisher Paykel. General Electric. Hestan Indoor. Lg
Electronics. Lg Signature. Lg Studio. Marvel Pro. Miele Vacuums. Poulan Pro. Samsung
Electronics. Speed Queen. Sub Zero. Sunbrite Tv. Waste King. Wood Stone. Xo Outdoor. Xo
Undercounter. Xo Ventilation. Customer Support Chat. Color : Stainless Steel. Cooktop : Sealed.
Energy Star Rated : No. ADA Compliant : No. Items identified as Quick Ship will ship within 2
business days from our warehouse in Babylon, New York. Actual delivery times will vary based
on your location. If you are ordering multiple items and not all items qualify for Quick Ship, the
order will ship when all items are available to ship. Quick Ship may not apply to multiple
quantities of the same product. Highest combined BTU rating in the industry, featuring sealed
burners with brass burner rings in a wide variety of sizes. Powerful 18, BTU burner delivers
commercial power for high heat sauteing, rapid boiling and quick recovery. Simmer settings on
all burners allows low BTU output for heating delicate sauces. Exclusive ScratchSafe TM Grate
Design provides ultimate protection from scratches and ensures proper placement of the
heavy-duty, porcelain-coated cast iron grates. Installation Instructions 2. Current Promotions.
Download Rebate Form. Subscribe to our mailing list. Regular Price:. This item is discontinued
but we may have a similar model. Please call and speak to a sales associate. No Sales Tax.
Avoid the headaches of out-of warranty repairs! Get the ultimate in home protection for your
appliance! Related Items. High Performance Commercial-Type Burners Powerful 18, BTU burner
delivers commercial power for high heat sauteing, rapid boiling and quick recovery. Number of
Burners:. Right Front Burner:. Right Rear Burner:. Center Front Burner:. Center Rear Burner:.
Left Front Burner:. Left Rear Burner:. Continuous Grates:. Automatic Re-Ignition:. Dimensions
and Weight. Overall Width:. Overall Depth:. Overall Height:. Cutout Height:. Electrical
Requirements:. Shipping Weight:. While most kitchens have a range â€”that is, a cooktop and
an oven built into one unit, it is possible to buy and install a cooktop and an oven separately.
Typically, it's more expensive than just buying a range, but it may make sense if you have a
kitchen island where your cooktop can live, or if you prefer to mount your oven or ovens at
waist height. If you decide to go this route, chances are that your kitchen will need some work
to accommodate the new arrangement, but having the cooktop and the oven live in different
places can be freeingâ€”you can more easily use one without blocking access to the other. On
the other hand, having a separate cooktop and oven can also make them both more visible to
guests, so it might make sense to invest a bit more in these appliances so that they look good
and match your kitchen's design aesthetic. When it comes to cooktops, some cooks prefer
electric or induction cooktops , but there are definitely those who prefer gas cooktops because
of the ability to control the flame and the fact that the heat turns on quickly. Models from
upscale brands like Thermador, Wolf, and Viking promise neat features, better temperature
control, and a sturdier build quality than their more affordable counterparts. Purchases you
make through our links may earn us a commission. More Articles You Might Enjoy. It only took
four to five minutes for this cooktop to boil six cups of water, which is one of the faster times
we've seen on gas cooktops. There is a noticeable hotspot in the center of the burner, but that's
a feature, rather than a bug, for a gas cooktop. As for form, this gas cooktop has five burners of
varying sizes, a lovely stainless steel finish, and cast-iron grates that are tough to lift but easy
to clean. While the grates are heavy, they are continuous, so it's easy to slide a pot from one

burner to another without spilling. Best of all, the burners are spread out enough so that you
can easily fit multiple large pots and pans on the cooktop at the same time. Some users have
had issues with the knobs failing or breaking, but other than that, this cooktop is built to last for
a long time. As for features, well, who couldn't use a dual-ring burner and a griddle? These
features add flexibility to a cooktop that is stellar all by itself. I'm also part of the team that tests
kitchen and cooking appliances. When it comes to cooking products, we focused on two major
metrics: performance and features. Because cooking appliances are versatile products that can
help you to prepare your food in a number of ways, we have multiple tests that that help us to
determine how well-rounded any given range, cooktop, or oven is when it comes to getting
dinner or dessert on the table. Cooktop burners need to be relatively flexible, temperature-wise;
the best burners can both provide a nice sear high temperature on a steak and gently simmer
low temperature a pasta sauce. By measuring the temperatures across a cast iron pot full of
cornbread mix, we can determine how evenly the heat is applied across the most powerful
burner. Burner evenness is important because it means that you don't have to worry about hot
spots in a burner that may overcook one pancake while the others are still puddles of batter. We
put appropriately-sized pots of water on every cooktop burner and see how fast each burner
heats up the water in the pot to a gentle boil. Cooktops are rewarded for having more fast, hot
burners. While little things like cooktop knobs quality and grate quality might not affect your
meal's edibility, it definitely affects your overall cooking experience. We look at the cooktop's
features to try to identify any features that would really enhance or complicate the food
preparation process. We love cooktops that have features that are especially useful, or that
solve common cooking problems. A cooktop's primary purpose is to help you prepare your
food in a safe and timely manner; as such, the results of the performance tests are given the
most weight when it comes time to decide whether we should recommend a particular range or
not. For example, a range may have a beautiful finish and lots of neat accessories, but if it takes
10 minutes to boil a pot of water, we may not recommend that product to our readers. Features
and usability are definitely incorporated into a product's final score as mentioned above , but
the performance testing is what really makes or breaks a cooktop, in our opinion. This stainless
steel cooktop has five gas burners one of which is the center power burner that maxes out at
16, BTU , and those burners are capped with Thermador's signature star-shaped burner covers.
Another high point to this Thermador cooktop is that the burner evenness was better than most
gas cooktops we've tested. In this case, the star-shaped burner covers actually divert heat
towards the edge of your cookware. This is great for overall cooking evenness, but actually
produces a cold spot in the center of the burner. Additionally, Thermador users often comment
that the star-shaped burners covers are harder to clean than normal circular burner covers, but
for those who want evenly distributed heat, the trade-off may be worth it. Another great feature
of this cooktop is that two burners the center and left front burners have the "xlo" simmer
option, which allows you to cook at very low temperatures. Just be aware that, in order to
maintain these low temperatures, the gas flame actually cycles on and off; this phenomenon
isn't a problem with the burner, it's one way that you can maintain low cooking temperatures
with a hot flame. For a one-of-a-kind cooktop that brings luxury looks and performance to your
kitchen, look no further than the inch Thermador SGSXTS gas cooktop. It also manages to fit six
burners in where most gas cooktops only have five. Even better, those burners are hot and
fastâ€”we found that one burner could boil six cups of water in just over four minutes. While it's
great to have an extra burner on hand, it means that the burners are closer together, which may
prove problematic if you have a number of large pots and pans on the cooktop at the same time.
Additionally, the layout, while sleek-looking, may be a bit confusing until you get used to it. All
six burner knobs are on the right-hand side of the cooktop, so it may take a while before you
immediately start to match up a knob to a specific burner. On the other hand, the burner
arrangement is beneficial because it puts a good variety of burners in the front row for frequent
use. The cooktop was easy to clean, but the cast iron grates must be washed by hand. Lastly,
every burner has a "simmer" setting, which is extremely convenient, even if, in our experience,
the "simmer" setting was hard to fine-tune. The Wolf rangetop makes clever use of this extra
depth: The controls for the burners are on the front of the rangetop, like they would be if this
cooktop was part of a range. By moving the eye-catching red knobs to the front, it opens up
more space for the sixth gas burner, so that you can easily fit large pots or pans on adjacent
burners. If your cooktop if often called upon to warm things gently, rather than blast them with
heat, the Wolf SRTX cooktop won't let you down. Note: Wolf doesn't allow its products to be
purchased online. You'll have to contact an authorized dealer if you're interested in purchasing
this model. Unlike most other high-end cooktops, the five-burner Miele KMGSS is better for
high-temperature cooking than simmering and melting. In our tests, it got pans almost as hot as
some induction cooktops. With this fast heat comes equally fast boiling abilities: the two front

dual-ring burners were able to boil six cups of water in about five minutes. As for its looks, this
Miele cooktop is also an outlier in the sense that it favors high-end performance over high-end
looks; its matte stainless steel and fingerprint-resistant finish is aiming for "minimalist", rather
than "luxury". The weighted burner control knobs feel nice to use and are intuitively arranged,
but the knobs are close to the burners, so we recommend that you be careful using the knobs
when the burners are live. For those who favor function over form, and who need their burners
to get very hot very fast, we recommend the Miele KMGSS gas cooktop. Julia is the Senior
Scientist at Reviewed, which means that she oversees and continually updates the testing of
products in Reviewed's core categories such as televisions, washing machines, refrigerators,
and more. We use standardized and scientific testing methods to scrutinize every product and
provide you with objectively accurate results. After all, peer reviews are a critical part of any
scientific process. We help you find the best stuff and make the most of the stuff you already
own. Popular Search Terms washer review dishwasher refrigerator lg air fryer tcl tv sony
all-clad. Money All Money Credit Cards. Credit: Thermador. Written by Julia MacDougall. Credit:
GE. Best Overall. Pros Center burner boils fast Front burners can get very hot Burners are
spaced to accommodate large cookware. Cons The power burner has a hotspot in its center
Fragile knobs. Related content feature New Electrolux appliances focus on sustainability for
Pros Very hot high temperatures Great at maintaining low temperatures Burners are spaced to
accommodate large cookware. Cons Slight cold spot towards the center of the burners. Pros
Very hot high temperatures Excels at low-heat cooking Professional-style appearance. Cons
Only one burner capable of a quick boil. Wolf SRTX. Pros Front controlsâ€”easy access away
from the flame Sturdy build Capable of consistently low temperatures. Cons Wobbly knobs
Takes a while to reach high temperatures. Pros Gets very hot very quickly. Cons Has difficulty
maintaining low temperaturers Poor control layout. See all of Julia MacDougall's reviews.
Checking our work. Shoot us an email. Up next. Refrigerators Samsung releases stellar, sleek
new home appliances in Read more. Refrigerators LG expands its best home appliance features
for Read more. Get our newsletter. Learn the most reliable brands, best new features and how to
buy at the best possible price in this Free Pro Cooking Buying Guide. Over , people have
learned from a Yale Guide. No thanks, I know what I'm looking for. Start finding answers in our
Resource Center full of videos, buying guides, and checklists. Gas cooktops should be easy to
buy. You are only comparing the burner configuration, output, simmer, and reliability on the top
half of a stove. In this article, you will learn the differences between 3 marquee brands Viking,
Thermador, and Wolf. We'll cover their sizes and BTU outputs. We will also cover cooktops
versus rangetops. The terms are usually used interchangeable yet they shouldn't be because
their features and installation are incredibly different. Thermador currently has 6 gas cooktops
between 30 and 36 inches. This unit is their newest and most high-end model. Thermador is
known for their star-shaped burners designed to cover more surface area of the pan. The 5
burner layout on the Thermador offers the most usable burner layout on the market. The 18k
BTU center burner offers enough space for a very large pan to be used, while not interfering
with the other burners. Thermador also has a patent on their Extra Low burners. This setting will
turn the flame off and on for a predetermined time over the course of a minute. It is substantially
lower than the best consistent simmer. The knobs also illuminate so you can easily see if that
burner is in use, and this unit offers raised burner beds, so cleaning is simple. Thermador ships
from the factory in natural gas, so if you need LP you will need to have a plumber convert it for
you with a conversion kit. Viking has two cooktops, one professional, and one that is more cost
effective with a completely different layout and build quality. On the VGSU series the unit offers
6 brass burners. You have the ability to cook 6 items at a time or one burner more than most
gas cooktops. However, with the knobs on the side, it will not be easy to cook on all 6 burners
simultaneously with regular or large pans. The brass burners offered by Viking are of a very
high quality, and this unit has a re-ignition system like the Thermador in the event a flame goes
out, it will light up again on its own. This is a great feature, if you are simmering something it is
difficult to see the flame under a pan. Viking can be purchased in propane or gas from the
factory or converted later on site. Viking is no longer carried by Yale. I would have no problem
recommending this gas cooktop from them, but you may want to check the reliability. The
pro-style and transitional are aesthetically different in the design of the grates. They also
produce a third fully flush contemporary unit with separate knob cutouts for the front of the
cabinets, and also a different layout for the burners. Their most popular CG cooktop from Wolf
offers 5 burners with the knobs located in the front right corner. Wolf uses round burners, with
a variety of circumferences and also has single point ignition and auto reignite. Wolf offers dual
stacking burners. There is a second valve on every burner offering a greater range of flexibility
while cooking. As you continue to turn the control knob, the lower valve will activate offering a
very low continuous melting simmer. If you think of a dial having a setting, a dual stacked

burner will have nearly twice as many stops in between in comparison to a traditional unit for
greater accuracy. The Wolf unit is ordered from the factory as Natural Gas or Propane.
Thermador has their 1, 2 Free rebate program. If you buy the cooktop with a wall oven, then you
will receive a free dishwasher. First, they are similar in terms of output at , BTU. You are
comparing the Thermador Star Burner to the Wolf two-stage burner and the Viking brass burner.
In terms of simmer, Thermador will have the best on two of the burners. Their ultra low has
simmer of a BTU. Wolf is next best, but all burners simmer at about BTU. Viking has 6 burners,
but the controls are on the right. It is hard to know whether all 6 can be used. Thermador has
the controls on the front ideal for that one larger pot. Thermador is raised while the others are
based lower to the cooktop. It will be easier to clean under the Thermador. If you have propane
at your home instead of natural gas, find a brand that comes LP-ready from the factory already
converted. On the right cooktop, a 15K BTU burner can boil water faster than a 20k BTU burner
if you are using higher quality pans that are appropriately sized for that burner. If you really
want the most consistent, hottest burners you should be considering induction, they are faster
with a better simmer than gas. A cooktop is the top of a stove available in 30 and 36 inches with
4 or 5 burners with a variety of BTU counts and burner sizes. It is cut into your counter. A
rangetop, like a name suggests, is literally the top of a professional range. You also have grill,
griddle, French top and wok burners available in a rangetop versus just burners in a cooktop.
They also require a cabinet to be made especially for them, so if you are remodeling this must
be planned for in advance. This is a key piece of information. If you are replacing an existing
cooktop and you are not changing your countertop, you may need to have an installer cut the
actual countertop. Most cooktops have been standard 30 and 36 inches for 30 years or so, but
cutouts differ. Replacing an existing unit usually does require some routine cabinet work. If you
want your gas cooktop to last a long time, do not spray cleaning solution on the igniters. The
number one service call on cooktops is related to igniters not firing. Spraying caustic cleaning
materials on these small pins will cause issues sooner rather than later. Same for spills, If you
have a major spill over onto the surface of the cooktop, take the cap off the burner and clean
and dry it out. Well over , people have read a Yale Guide. A few review sites have placed this at
the bottom of their articles. So here is our take: Our mission is to find reliable products for you
to buy. Other review sites may say this as well. Quite frankly, it costs us way too much money in
repair costs to support less reliable brands. We now have 30 service technicians, each
averaging calls a day Monday through Friday, plus another on Saturday. That's over 30, service
calls logged in one year. That is why no major retailer has a service department. It costs too
much labor, money and time. Our Blog is a bit different than most others you will read. We
cannot write glowing reviews of unreliable products. Hopefully, the bloggers and organizations
who write such glowing product reviews for every brand consider servicing these products first.
Only then they will understand the consequences of their marketing. My goal has always been
simple: I want Yale to be the best retail experience anywhere. I have tried to create a compelling
environment for customers and employees alike. Pricing on this blog is for reference only and
may include time sensitive rebates. We make every attempt to provide accurate pricing at time
of publishing. Please call the stores for most accurate price. Read More. Video Call. Live Chat.
Order Online. Before You Go Wolf vs. Thermador vs. At a Glance Wolf vs. Tips for Buying a
Cooktop Cooktops vs. In fact, we sell fewer brands than most appliance stores. Here is why: We
feel it is our responsibility to repair your appliances after you buy them. Steve Sheinkopf My
goal has always been simple: I want Yale to be the best retail experience anywhere. A Note
About Pricing Pricing on this blog is for reference only and may include time sensitive rebates.
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There are even plenty of design options. Which means they work with just about any kitchen
motif. The built-in surface cooking appliances open up possibilities. And your dreams.
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: No. Items identified as Quick Ship will ship within 2 business days from our warehouse in
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multiple items and not all items qualify for Quick Ship, the order will ship when all items are
available to ship. Quick Ship may not apply to multiple quantities of the same product. Highest
combined BTU rating in the industry, featuring sealed burners with brass burner rings in a wide
variety of sizes. Powerful 18, BTU burner delivers commercial power for high heat sauteing,
rapid boiling and quick recovery. Simmer settings on all burners allows low BTU output for
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icate sauces. Exclusive ScratchSafe TM Grate Design provides ultimate protection from
scratches and ensures proper placement of the heavy-duty, porcelain-coated cast iron grates.
Installation Instructions 2. Current Promotions. Download Rebate Form. Subscribe to our
mailing list. Regular Price:. This item is discontinued but we may have a similar model. Please
call and speak to a sales associate. No Sales Tax. Avoid the headaches of out-of warranty
repairs! Get the ultimate in home protection for your appliance! Related Items. High
Performance Commercial-Type Burners Powerful 18, BTU burner delivers commercial power for
high heat sauteing, rapid boiling and quick recovery. Number of Burners:. Right Front Burner:.
Right Rear Burner:. Center Front Burner:. Center Rear Burner:. Left Front Burner:. Left Rear
Burner:. Continuous Grates:. Automatic Re-Ignition:. Dimensions and Weight. Overall Width:.
Overall Depth:. Overall Height:. Cutout Height:. Electrical Requirements:. Shipping Weight:.

